ETC
SOLUTION
Let us help you on your
compliance journey. From
card design to card
production, we’ll guide you
through various milestones
and cross the finish line
together.

Who we are ?
Caulastics began as a family-run sole proprietorship in
1960 under the name of Caulley’s Creative Litho Service. Although we have grown in size, we remain a family oriented company with over 60 years of combined
experienced in the card identification marketspace.
Formerly known as DSS Plastics Group, we now proudly
operate as P3, a Division of Bristol ID Technologies and
have joined our team’s talents and technology with the
most advanced partners in our industry. This exciting
shift has allowed us to provide state of the art identification technology for Tribes across the contiguous United States. From our community to yours, we
look forward to helping you find the best solution in
enhanced identification.
Our History with RFID card manufacturing dates back

to the early 2000’s when Caulastics was building
custom prox cards for HID’s high-end accounts. Today,
we have the capabilities to manuafcture standard or
custom LF, HF, UHF and combo RFID cards.
In 2009, P3 began working on the first ETC card project
in the United States. After a year of testing and R&D,
we successfully launced the Pascua Yacqui Tribe’s
secure card. Since, we have produced all known ETC’s
in circulation.
You are in good hands.

YOUR ETC
JOURNEY
WITH
US

CARD DESIGN TO
MEET AAMVA STANDARDS

scan the QR code to view the 2020 AAMVA Card Design Standard

PROCESS
Upon receipt of PO, you
will be send a kick-off
letter that instructs
on process, establishes
POC’s and determines
how approvals will be
handled. We will then
moves onto to acquir-

ing artwork, logos and
meaningful imagery to
create an artboard by
which inspiration will
come from for the ETC
design.You will be sent
multiple renderings in
different directions so

your team can dicate
the direction. Our job
is simply to secure the
card to exceed standards so the design remains in place for years
to come!

scan the QR code to view the 9303 ICAO documents

ICAO STANDARDS
A Standard is defined by
ICAO as “any specification
for physical characteristics, configuration, material,
performance, personnel or
procedure, the uniform application of which is recognized
as necessary for the safety
or regularity of international air navigation and to
which Contracting States
will conform.

The ICAO Council
adopts standards and
recommended practices concerning air
navigation, its infrastructure, flight
inspection, prevention of unlawful

interference, and facilitation of bordercrossing procedures
for international
civil aviation.
Gernerically stated,
ICAO sets standards

for travel documents. We will make
sure you are in compliance during the
design phase and post,
using our hardware
and software to engrave the MRZ.

9303 Part 2 Security
This document explains
the specifications for
the security of the design, manufacture and
issuance of ETC’s.
9303 Part 3 Common
Specs
This document outlines
the visual inspection
zone (VIZ) and machine
readable zone (MRZ).
9303 Part 5 Zones
This document outlines the zones on your
etc. zones define what
should be placed on
the card and where.
Logos, title, face, signature, etc. must be in
specific areas on the
card.
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Thin fine line pattern that cannot be printed via desktop ribbon
printers. These patterns are custom
generated for your ETC and not
duplicated in subsequent designs
and printed in PMS colors.

Line printing

converting an imagine to print
in lines makes counterfeiting
difficult as most all images
print in dots. Done in PMS colors, the image tends to distort
when scanned.

split fountain

a singular image or pattern printed
on one plate but using two inks
that blend to form a third color.
unique to a very few card plants
worldwide.

numismatic printing

images are blended into an existing line pattern. The lines bend and
break to form the image desired.
currency level design and print.
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invisible ink

Invisible ink available in 3 colors
(blue, yellow/green or red). We
can often custom mix colors as
well. Most ETC’s contain uv to
utilize existing TSA card
authentication techniques.

laser engraving

permanately altering the card
body by laser engraving into the
polycarbonate card material. the
most secure process for imaging
variable data and compliant with
real id.

Ir inks

infared inks, printed as normal
litho inks that dissapear when
viewed in the ir spectrum. most
border crossing check points have
ir card readers to authenticate
this feature.

Microfine

text printed in 1pt front, often
in pms colors. desktop ribbon
printers cannot register and
image text that small so this
feature defeats the desktop
printing process.

test
cards

three tests are required
TESTS
- RFID Sensitivity
- RFID Programming
- MRZ Engraving

P3 also provides software and
hardware for the RFID programming requirement in card
issuance

RFID Software and hardware

software

HARDWARE

The purpose of the Enhanced Tribal Card Programming
System is to correctly encode RFID enabled Enhanced Tribal
Identification Cards (ETC) that follow the GS1 Global
Document Type Identifier specification as outlined by the
U.S. CBP. The software will streamline the card programming
process such that is complies with current U.S. Department
of Homeland Security requirements and recommended procedures such as the RFID Card Format Use of the EPCglobal
Standard ‘Global Document Type Identifier’ (GDTI-96) Tag
Data Format for CBP Accepted Travel Documents, document
number 2600006-RFID Card Format v1.5

At this time, the ETCP System software has been developed
around SensThys’ RFID reader software development kit
(SDK) and family of readers. This reader was selected due to
the small form-factor and ease of installation (just plug
in the power supply, network cable, and load the software).
SensThys’ hand-held readers are not supported as of this
version of the specification.

GS1 certificate
Global document type identifier

What is this?
The GS1 Company Prefix is used exclusively within GS1 identification standards that may be expressed in GS1 approved
barcode applications, in GS1 EDI messages, for global data synchronisation, network registration, and in EPC tags within the
header values reserved for the GS1 system. The GS1 Prefix is a
unique string of two or more digits, issued by the GS1 Global
Office, and allocated to GS1 Member Organisations to issue
GS1 Company Prefixes or allocated to other specific areas. The
main purpose of the GS1 Prefix is to allow decentralisation of
the administration of identification numbers.
The ETC will be programmed with your specific GS1 prefix that
points to valid card holders. While we do not assist in this
process, it is required.
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P3 does not assist in this part of compliance. Often, this step may require a
resolution to be passed through congress due to firm requirements. you will
want to tackle this component right away as you cannot perform the rfid
programming test until the gs1 prefix is issued and programmed onto the p3
supplied test cards. Within the rfid software, the gs1 prefix is hard-coded
to eliminate redundancy.

variable data solution / real id compliant

Polycarbonate

PC is unbreakable glass that forms a monolithic layer (forms one solid piece) when
laminated. Unlike composite cards that use
heat-activated glue, pc cards often carry a
longer life span. due to its glass-like properties, engraving must be done using PC. the
bond of all layers is required and therefore
must use lines rather than solid ink in the
design,

MLI

during the lamination process, the
various card layers are bonded under heat
and pressure. While this is occuring, p3 can
also add the Multiple Laser Image (MLI)
security feature into the card body. With MLI
you have your own holographic type image,
unique to each card holder, built into the
surface. Often, the card holder face and
name is put into the lens via the PCD-50
engraver.

Variable Data Software

Our software imports the variable from your
databases. Engraving photos, eliminating
green screens, tactile signatures, address,
etc. The software also contains a MRZ
module for that aspect of testing and
ultimately issuing ETC’s. The engraver
requires the purchase and installation of this
software.

Card Production

The finish line! AFter all steps are complete,
we’ll order the materials and inks and head
to production at our Lima, NY plant. You will
receive ETC’s ready for engraving, built with
the security features you’ve chosed and be
100% ready to start your etc journey.

passive approach

We do not believe in a one size fits all approach toward compliance. You may simply
want portions of our solution and that is
just fine. If we do not know the answers,
we’ll either direct you to rescources or find
them.
References available upon request.
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